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sergeant scrooge...
change your ways... or
you, too, will be forever
burdened by the chains
of poor pm!

Most of us agree that the TM is the first tool of every mechanic and operator in
the Army.
A very important part of that number one tool is the short messages clearly identified throughout the TM—the WARNINGS, CAUTIONS and NOTES. They are
just as important as the maintenance procedures themselves.
Most mechanics and operators read and heed those messages. As a result, they
remain healthy and their equipment stays fully mission capable.
But some mechanics and operators skip right over the messages. They have lots
of excuses for ignoring them. But they can’t ignore the results: a scar here, a limp
there, and other assorted dings and scratches—just like those on their equipment.
WARNINGS, CAUTIONS and NOTES are placed in TMs to protect you, your
co-workers and your equipment. Read them. Heed their message. The life you
save……
WARNINGS signal danger
like a red flag. They warn
you of conditions which, if
not avoided, could injure
or kill you and the soldiers
you work with.

CAUTIONS accompany
specific operations and
maintenance procedures
in your TM. If you don’t
follow them to the letter,
you could damage or
destroy your equipment.

NOTES highlight
important operations and
maintenance procedures.
If you ignore them, you
may miss a step, waste
time and effort, or
jeopardize safety.

Safety-of-Use Messages...

!

a r r gh
what the
heck is an

soum!?

SOUMs pertain to any defect or hazardous condition, actual or potential, where
a high or medium safety risk condition has been determined according to AR 38516, System Safety Engineering and Management, that can cause death or serious
injury to personnel or damage to equipment. These messages are classified into
three categories.

that can prevent damage to equipment and injury to personnel—and you haven’t seen it.
Sad to say, many maintenance facilities and the soldiers
that work in them either never see the information found in
safety-of-use messages (SOUM), don’t understand what
they’re supposed to do with the information, or don’t keep
track of whether the messages are being followed.
SOUMs direct you to do something to avoid danger to
crew and damage to equipment. And an SOUM’s importance comes right out of AR 750-1.

“Commanders at all
levels will ensure
prompt compliance
with requirements
dictated by

safety-of-use
messages.”

Here’s a rundown of

HOW TO
GET SOUMs

the various
types of SOUMs
and what they
require

Here’s

Deadline SOUM

Note that AR 750-6,
ground safety
notification system,
covers procedures
for issue, compliance
and management of
ground-based
equipment SOUMs…

Orders to cease operations and use
of a specific model, series or design
of equipment, or to cease performance of certain tasks.

Technical SOUM
Guidance that requires actions or
inspections that, if the hazardous
situation is present, will deadline
the equipment.

…and AR 95-3,
Aviation: general
provisions, training,
standardization and
resource management, covers the

SOUMs should come through
regular chain of command routes. If
they don’t, contact your DS unit,
Logistics Assistance Office (LAO)
or Safety Office. Make sure someone sends you SOUMs every time
they get them.

Operational SOUM
Guidance that changes operating
procedures or imposes limits on the
use of equipment.

same information
for aircraft.
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If your unit has Internet access, SOUMs can be
viewed at https://aeps2.ria.army.mil/. This site
is password protected. If your unit does not have
a password, get one at this site: http://aeps.ria.
army.mil/. Once you have the password and
enter the site, type in Safety of Use messages in
the SEARCH box and go from there.
You can also contact the headquarters that
sends the SOUMs, asking that your unit be
included as a specific addressee for SOUMs in
the future.

https://aeps2.ria.army.mil/

what about

How to
Handle
SOUMs?
Many times SOUMs don’t get into the right hands locally because the recipients don’t know to whom to give them
for action. The best thing to do is to officially designate one
person or office to clear all SOUMs that come in. In addition to giving a copy to whomever will complete the action,
the designee must also give a copy to the unit commander.
Noting AR 750-1 again, commanders must get all
SOUMs so they will know about the problems, and what
must be done to comply with the messages. Commanders
can’t make sure their equipment is good to go if they’re not
aware of all problems.
Because SOUMs have varying lifespans, there must be
some kind of file system to keep them on record. File copies
should be kept at the receiving office and at the action level.
At the unit level, you might consider a file folder on each
type of equipment with a note or memo in the folder. Or you
could make a small pencil note in the Remarks block of
each DD Form 314 or on the Scheduled Services Report,
DA Form 5986-E, used in ULLS.
Either way, be sure to include the command issuing the
SOUM and the SOUM’s number. Then new unit personnel
can track what’s happened to equipment previously.

Whatever
method you use
to get, use and
handle SOUMs,
be sure to
follow the
info in the
messages. It
can prevent
equipment
damage and
maybe save
a life.

2 1⁄2-Ton and 5-Ton Trucks…
we’re
covered
with coated
polyester,
not duck…

Now that coated polyester cab and cargo covers have “covered” the field, keep this
list of NSNs handy for ordering purposes!
Cab Covers

Bow and Cover Kits

Vehicle

NSN 2540-

Color

Vehicle

NSN 2540-

Color

M939-series

01-417-6379
01-435-4924
01-435-4931

Camouflage
Tan
White

2 1/2-ton
(cargo, fixed
side)

00-319-5724
01-438-8791
01-434-6839

Camouflage
Tan
White

M44, M39
and M809series

01-413-3143
01-435-0126
01-435-4933

Camouflage
Tan
White

2 1/2-ton
(cargo,
dropside)

00-322-8957
01-434-6864
01-434-6868

Camouflage
Tan
White

2 1⁄2-ton
extended
service
program

01-443-7032

Camouflage

2 1/2-ton
(cargo,
extra-long
wheelbase)

00-327-1845
01-434-6851
01-435-4941

Camouflage
Tan
White

00-121-9082
01-368-9848
01-369-1392

Camouflage
Tan
White

Vehicle

NSN 2540-

Color

5-ton
(cargo,
dropside)

M44-series
(fixed and
dropside)

01-434-0944
01-434-0954
01-438-4922

Camouflage
Tan
White

5-ton
(cargo,
dropside)

00-121-9077
01-423-1968
01-423-1964

Camouflage
Tan
White

M44-series
(extra-long
wheelbase)

01-438-4960
01-438-4927
01-438-4956

Camouflage
Tan
White

5-ton
(cargo,
extra-long
wheelbase)

00-121-9081
01-365-2936
01-365-2937

Camouflage
Tan
White

00-933-8645
01-435-4936
01-424-9440

Camouflage
Tan
White

01-434-8725
01-435-4936
01-435-0568

Camouflage
Tan
White

Cargo Covers

M39, M809
and M939series
(fixed and
dropside)
M39, M809
and M939series
(extra-long
wheelbase)
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list, and
good
luck!
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FMTV...

Y

ou drivers need to pay more attention to
Eyeball shock bushings every week
the front shock absorber bushings on your
FMTVs. That’s because the shock mounts
pivot to allow movement of the front axle
from side to side and forward and backward.
So the bushings get a lot more wear than
normal. It means that when you pull the
weekly PMCS for shock absorber leaks and
missing hardware, you need to check out the
bushings, too.
Once the bushings are shot, suspension damage is next—and that ain’t cheap.
Lunette-type Trailers...

Bigger Shackle Takes Bigger Hook
When heavier towing shackles are added to your tactical vehicles—to meet air
transport requirements—old-style trailer safety chain hooks won't work with them.
You'll need larger hooks for the larger shackles.
Replace the old chain hooks with hook, NSN 4030-01-438-1803. It works on the
larger shackles and is easy to install.
Cut the trailer chain's last link, or remove its removable link. Discard the old
hook. Install the new one with the pin and cotter pin that come with it.
Heavier towing
shackles…

PS 589
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…need new
slip hooks
for trailer
safety
chains
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Trucks…

cold weather’s
coming, so I’d
better make
sure the alcohol

evaporator
is full!

C

old weather will turn any moisture in your truck’s air brake lines into ice, blocking the lines. That leaves you brake-less.
So if your vehicle has an alcohol evaporator to keep moisture out of the air lines,
make sure it contains the alcohol it needs to do the job.
NSN 6810-00-275-6010 gets a 5-gal can of technical methanol. NSN 6810-00224-8353 gets a 55-gal drum.

Tarp for M1077/ISO Flatrack
The NSN shown for the tarp used on the M1077 and the ISO-compatible palletized flatracks in Figs 1 and 9 of TM 9-3990-206-14&P is wrong. Make a note
until the TM is updated that NSN 2540-01-457-0049 brings the correct tarp.

M35A2/A3 Starter Switch
You won’t find the 4-prong, spring-back starter switch for M35A2 and M35A3
trucks in paper versions of TM 9-2320-361-20P or TM 9-2320-386-24P. Get the
switch with NSN 5930-01-334-2862. The switch is shown as Item 31 of Fig 56 in
the May 01 version of TM 9-2320-386-24P on EM 0037.
PS 589
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Waterproof electrical
connectors-also
known as Packard
connectors-for your
tactical vehicles are
not available in a kit.

So keep a supply
on-hand for all
those electrical
jobs that come
your way.

… where
is that
part I
ordered?

You can
only get ‘em
one piece
at a time.

NSN

Description

Quantity

1

5935-00-900-6281 Adapter, connector, “Y”
5975-00-660-5962

Cable nipple
(male shell for 16 AWG wire)

2

5935-00-833-8561

Connector
(male shell for 14 AWG wire)

3

Connector
5935-00-399-6673
(ribbed male shell for 14 AWG wire)

4

Shell, headlight circuit
(male shell for 12 AWG wire)

5

5935-00-691-5591

Shell, electrical connector
(female shell for 16 AWG wire)

6

5935-00-572-9180

Connector
(female shell for 14 AWG wire)

7
8

Electrical contact
5999-00-926-3144
for 16 AWG wire

9

Electrical contact
for 14 AWG wire

10

5999-00-057-2929
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Description

5999-00-925-6495 Electrical contact for 12 AWG wire

Quantity

11

1

Ferrule, electrical connector,
(female solder terminal for
12, 14 and 16 AWG wire)

12

5

Terminal assembly
(female crimp terminal for
12, 14 and 16 AWG wire)

13

25/pkg

5310-00-656-0067 Slotted washer for 16 AWG wire

14

100

5310-00-833-8567 Slotted washer for 14 AWG wire

15

100

5310-00-595-7044 Slotted washer for 12 AWG wire

16

100

5310-00-298-8903 Flat washer (terminal retainer
for 12 AWG wire)

17

100

5970-00-833-8562 Insulator (plastic insert for
14 and 16 AWG wire)

18

100

5940-00-846-5012

1
5940-00-399-6676

2590-00-695-9076

Shell, electrical connector
5935-00-695-9077
(female shell for 12 AWG wire)

1

NSN

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
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“at
last!”

Before you use
the connectors,
though, here’s
how to make
connecting a
little easier…

• Match the parts with the wire (12, 14 or 16 AWG wire).
• Use washer, NSN 5310-00-298-8903, instead of plastic sleeve, NSN 5970-00833-8562, when working with 12 AWG wire.
• Use the two types of male shells (ribbed and plain) to identify the positive (+) and
negative (-) hookups on polarized units. For instance, always use ribbed for positive
and plain for negative—or vice-versa.
• Never mash down on the rubber shells to get a good connection. You’ll just mangle the female connector and make it tougher to get a connection.
here’s how the 12
awg single connectors
go together

8

12
or
13
16 11

• Distinguish between the two types of female connectors—crimp-on and solder.
The connector with a solid sleeve gets crimped on the wire. With the other type, you
bend the larger tabs around the insulated part of the wire and the smaller tabs around
the bare wire. Then add a dab of solder.
You can use either type of connector with 14 or 16 AWG wire. But for 12 AWG
wire, the crimped version is better. If you use the solder type, the large tabs can’t be
used to latch onto the insulation because the small washer must be used. The washer goes between the insulation and the terminal. Peel off the insulation, slip on the
washer and add the terminal. Bend over the tabs and solder on the terminal.
• Use a dab of silicone compound, NSN 6850-00-880-7616, to make hookups easier. Put the compound on the male shell before you mate it to the female shell. It’ll
also help when you disconnect.
• Don’t bend connections up and down to separate them. If you can’t pull on the
wires to separate the connection, try inserting something between the shells—carefully—and pry gently until you can pull the connectors apart.
double connectors
for 12 awg wire go
like this!

5
17

5 17

Numbers refer to items
on pages 8 & 9

and here’s the
14 AWG Single
connection!

7

15 10

this is how the 16
awg single connection
is made!

6
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9

12
or
13

here’s how the 14
awg Double connectors are made!

18

3
or
4 18

3
or
4

12
or
13

and finally, here’s
the 16 AWG Double
connection!

2
18

2
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12
or
13

18

11

12
or
13

12
or
13

1

12
or
13

1

5

17

12
or
13
3
or
4

18

1

12
or 18
13

2

M1-Series Tanks…

man, I’m
cold!
It’s 20
degrees
out here!

then
we’ve got a
problem!

the fire
extinguisher
gauges all
read under
500!

W hen was the last time you checked the pressure in your tank’s fixed Halon fire
extinguishers, crewmen?
If it wasn’t before the vehicle’s last operation, it’s been too long. Low pressure or
empty fire bottles won’t help much if there’s a fire.
Check the pressure
Temperature Minimum
gauge on each of the Temperature Minimum
(°F)
Pressure
(°F)
Pressure
three
extinguishers
140
1,100
40
580
before every operation.
120
920
30
550
Air temperature where
100
810
20
520
the extinguishers are
90
760
10
490
located has a big effect
80
720
0
470
on bottle pressure, so
70
680
-10
430
use this chart for the
60
640
-40
390
50
610
-50
360
minimum
pressure
reading that’s allowed:
Your tank is NMC if the fire extinguisher pressure
gauge reading is less than the required pressure for
the temperature.
For more details, check out
Eyeball pressure
TACOM Maintenance Advisory gauge and compare
Message (MAM) 01- 013.
to temperature

PS 589
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M1-Series Tanks…

Stop Flagging Screens
With
all this…
bouncing
around…
oooF!

…on my
turret
basket
screens!

…I hope
…they
keep a
…close
watch…

C

W

rewmen, if you don’t keep
an eye on the turret basket screens,
they’ll soon be flapping loose and
tearing up the inside of your tank.
Each screen is held in place with a screw, NSN
5305-01-388-5093, and ball stud, NSN 5307-01-100-8166.
Vibration makes
Vibration loosens the screw until it
ball stud slip loose
falls out or works the ball stud loose
from the friction receptacle on the
back of the turret wall bracket.
In either case, the top of the screen
sags outward. The next time the turret
is traversed, the screen snags and rips
cables and connectors.
Stop loose screws by applying a little sealing compound, NSN 8030-00-0812339, to the threads before you tighten them. Also, put a flat washer, NSN 5310-01389-9681, between the screw and the screen.
If the ball stud comes loose in
Sealing compound
its receptacle, use pliers to pinch
keeps screws tight
the two tabs on the friction receptacle back together. That provides
enough tension to hold the ball
stud in place.
If one of the tabs breaks off,
replace the friction receptacle
with NSN 5340-01-100-8138.

PS 589
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M1-Series Tanks…

It’s f-ffreezing
out here!
that
personnel
heater’s
gonna feel
good!

my eu and
pcu will
be glad
to switch
places
with you.

They’re
toast!

T

ankers, the warm air from your tank’s personnel heater feels great during the cold
days of winter. But, that warm air’s not nearly as good for your tank’s electronics
unit (EU) and power control unit (PCU).
If the airflow deflector is missing, for
Hot air will burn
instance, all that hot air blows directly
up EU and PCU
onto the EU and PCU. It doesn’t take
much of that intense heat to burn up both.
So have your mechanic install a
replacement deflector if yours is missing.
That sends warm air through to the turret
while preventing the direct blast of hot air
that can knock out the EU and PCU.
The M1A1/A2’s deflector is NSN 2805-01-203-2773. NSN 1015-01-155-2713
gets a deflector for the M1/IPM1 tank.
Until the deflector arrives, protect the EU and PCU by running the heater for only
30 minutes at a time. Let it cool off for about 15 minutes between operations.
In extreme cold, when you have to run the heater longer than 30 minutes at a time,
turn the main gun over the back deck and elevate it slightly. That keeps hot air from
hitting the EU and PCU by turning the heater vent in a different direction.

PS 589
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M1-Series Tanks, M104 Wolverine…

looks like
your starter
motor could
have some
problems!

you’d
better check
the serial
number to
be sure!

The Prestolite starter on your tank or Wolverine may need replacing.
When some of the starters were manufactured, Prestolite forgot to apply a threadlocking compound to the solenoid’s armature adjustment. They also forgot to install
an improved waterproofing gasket on the starter case. Neither fault will impact performance, but the affected starters are being recalled at no cost to the Army.
You can identify recalled starters by their data plate which lists “Arcade, NY” as
the point of origin and a serial number between 0040039 and 0041001 with a few
exceptions.
For a list of the exceptions and details on how to turn in the starters, see TACOM
Maintenance Advisory Message 01-015 or call TACOM at DSN 786- 7395/7820 or
(810) 574-7395/7820.
M2A2/M3A2 Bradleys…

tell me
again,…
…who was
s’posed to
check my
bilge pump?

Dear Half-Mast,
Because of the added weight from
armor improvements, we haven’t been
allowed to swim the M2A2/M3A2
Bradley since 1996. But TM 92350-284-10-1 still lists a defective bilge pump as a deadlining item.
If we’re not swimming the vehicles,
what difference does it make whether
the bilge pump works or not?
SSG W.F.B.

Dear Sergeant W.F.B.,
Good question!
While it’s true that none of the
M2/M3-series Bradleys are allowed to
swim, they can still ford water up to 42
inches deep. That’s why a non-op bilge
pump is still an NMC fault.

589. 16-17 (C)
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M2A2/M3A2, M2A2/M3A2 ODS Bradleys…

M113-Series FOV…

Halt Hatch Headaches
what
happened
to
perry?

looks like
he had a
close
encounter
with his
hatch again!

C

he gunner’s hatch on your up armored Bradley weighs almost 100 pounds. All
that keeps it from giving you a serious headache is a small washer.
The gunner’s hatch up armor modification kit uses a washer, NSN 5310-01-2743255, to secure the hinge bracket hold-up pin. The washer is a bit flimsy, so it often
gets bent or broken off.
Bent washer
A bent or lost washer lets the holdlets pin slip
up pin, NSN 5315-01-440-0269, slip
out of hinge
out of the hinge. With nothing to grab,
the latch mechanism slips loose and—
CRASH—down comes the hatch.
Eyeball that washer right now. If
it’s bent, broken or missing, replace it
with a new and improved washer,
NSN 5310-01-460-8846. The new
washer is twice as thick as the old one.
Unless the hinge screw, NSN 530500-988-1723, is damaged during
removal, you can reuse it to secure the
new washer.

rewmen, the wire rope on your M113-series carrier's ramp may look tough, but
corrosion can turn it into a real softy. No rope means the ramp can't be raised or
lowered and your vehicle is NMC.
When the ramp is completely raised, the wire rope retracts under the floor plates.
Any dirty water there soaks the rope and washes away its lubricating grease. Dirt
and moisture cling to the wire strands and corrosion gets the foothold it needs.
You can prevent that by giving the wire rope a good cleaning every 6 months or
1,500 miles. In areas of high humidity, you may need to clean the rope more often.
Here's what to do:
Scrub rope with
Wipe clean with
1. Coat the rope with clean OE/HDO
nylon brush
twisting motion
oil and scrub it with a nylon brush. The
brush loosens dirt particles that get
embedded between the wire strands.
2. Wipe off the excess oil with a clean
cloth. Make sure you wipe in a spiraling motion, following the direction of
the strands. That wipes away all of the
loose dirt. Wear leather gloves to protect your hands from frayed wire, too.
3. Give the rope a light coat of CW-II
grease, NSN 9150-00-530-6814.
Of course, it's also a good idea to
keep the hull under the floor plates clean.
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M2A2/M3A2, M2A2/M3A2 ODS Bradleys…

Halt Hatch Headaches
what
happened
to
perry?

looks like
he had a
close
encounter
with his
hatch again!

T

he gunner’s hatch on your up armored Bradley weighs almost 100 pounds. All
that keeps it from giving you a serious headache is a small washer.
The gunner’s hatch up armor modification kit uses a washer, NSN 5310-01-2743255, to secure the hinge bracket hold-up pin. The washer is a bit flimsy, so it often
gets bent or broken off.
Bent washer
A bent or lost washer lets the holdlets pin slip
up pin, NSN 5315-01-440-0269, slip
out of hinge
out of the hinge. With nothing to grab,
the latch mechanism slips loose and—
CRASH—down comes the hatch.
Eyeball that washer right now. If
it’s bent, broken or missing, replace it
with a new and improved washer,
NSN 5310-01-460-8846. The new
washer is twice as thick as the old one.
Unless the hinge screw, NSN 530500-988-1723, is damaged during
removal, you can reuse it to secure the
new washer.
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M113-Series FOV…

Crewmen, the wire rope on your M113-series carrier's ramp may look tough, but
corrosion can turn it into a real softy. No rope means the ramp can't be raised or
lowered and your vehicle is NMC.
When the ramp is completely raised, the wire rope retracts under the floor plates.
Any dirty water there soaks the rope and washes away its lubricating grease. Dirt
and moisture cling to the wire strands and corrosion gets the foothold it needs.
You can prevent that by giving the wire rope a good cleaning every 6 months or
1,500 miles. In areas of high humidity, you may need to clean the rope more often.
Here's what to do:
Scrub rope with
Wipe clean with
1. Coat the rope with clean OE/HDO
nylon brush
twisting motion
oil and scrub it with a nylon brush. The
brush loosens dirt particles that get
embedded between the wire strands.
2. Wipe off the excess oil with a clean
cloth. Make sure you wipe in a spiraling motion, following the direction of
the strands. That wipes away all of the
loose dirt. Wear leather gloves to protect your hands from frayed wire, too.
3. Give the rope a light coat of CW-II
grease, NSN 9150-00-530-6814.
Of course, it's also a good idea to
keep the hull under the floor plates clean.
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Diesel Engines…

It won’t
be if our
drivers
avoid
low idle!

ugh!
I hope
that’s not
catching

The engine on your combat or tactical vehicle doesn't like to run at low idle. It

likes it even less when you start it up and shut it down time and again before it has
a chance to heat up.
Diesel engines work best at normal operating temperatures. They run smoother
and last longer.
Here's what happens when you don't let the engine get to its normal operating
temperature:
• Fuel and oil are not completely • Condensation from normal engine
burned in the combustion chambers, breathing isn't boiled off. Instead, it and
leaving carbon deposits on the valve any unburned fuel slip around the pistons
stems. Carbon hinders valve opera- and into the crankcase. There they mix
tion, resulting in burned valves and with oil to make acid and sludge.
bent push rods.
Blowby…
makes
sludge

Carbon
deposits foul
valve stems

PS 589

• Acid and sludge break down engine
oil. Poor lubrication burns up bearings.
Heat
scorches
bearings

DEC 01

Sludge blocks
lube passages

High-speed idling prevents this kind of trouble. Always idle between 1,000
and 1,200 rpm. But don't idle the engine longer than 10 minutes to warm it up
in the morning.
Keep your
idle high and
avoid stopand-start
driving.

18

• Sludge also blocks lube passages. Oil
can't get through to do its job, so heat
and friction tear up your engine.

I wish
my driver
had known
that!

M109A6 Paladin…

A new

hatch stop pin
would’ve cost
a lot less than
the bottle of
aspirin you’re
gonna need!

E

asy does it when you swing open the driver’s hatch on your Paladin. If you use
more force than necessary, you’ll snap the small pin that holds the driver’s hatch
stop in place.
That snapped pin makes your howitzer NMC because the hatch can no longer
be secured. Item 77 of the PMCS table in TM 9-2350-314-10 gives the NMC lowdown.
Don’t be tempted to use an unauthorized field fix to keep the hatch stop in operation, either. If you’re one of those drivers who thinks you can substitute a cotter
pin or nail to keep your Paladin off the NMC list, think again.
Those quick fixes aren’t made for the job. If they last long enough, the hatch
stop, NSN 2510-00-774-6550, is damaged and has to be replaced. And if the quick
fix gives out...well, let’s just say you don’t want your head in the way of an unsecured hatch.
So take it easy on the origiReplace lost or broken pin
nal pins by opening the hatch
with NSN 5315-00-584-1731
gently. Then, if one of the pins
gets lost or broken, replace it
with NSN 5315-00-584-1731.
Some units keep a few extra
pins on hand. They don’t cost
much—less than $1 each—
and you’ll be able to keep your
howitzer FMC by immediately
replacing any broken pins.

PS 589
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M119A1 Towed Howitzer…

I feel
better
already!

I’ve got just
the protection
your taillight
assemblies
need!

Dear Editor,
M119A1 howitzer taillight assemblies, NSN 6220-01-369-2920, get
crushed when they’re stored in the back of a HMMWV.
When it’s time to reinstall them on your howitzer, they’re badly mangled
and often don’t work. Nobody’s happy when a ruined assembly has to be
replaced. They cost more than $670!
We protect our taillight assemblies with a wooden plate. Here’s how to
make and use it:
1. Cut out two 10-in diameter
circles from a sheet of 3/4-in
11/2-in
thick plywood.
41/2-in
2. Secure one circle on top of
the other using three 1-in long
drywall screws.
10-in
3. Cut an oval hole in the top of
the circles to use as a handle. The
hole should be approximately 4 1/2
inches long by 1 1/2 inches wide.
4. Slip the plate inside the opening of the taillight assembly.
Tighten the taillight clamp screws
Two pieces of plywood
to hold the plate securely in place.
The plate strengthens the taillight assembly and keeps it from
being bent or crushed.
CW2 James A. McDonald
2/15th FA
Ft Drum, NY
From the desk of the

Editor

Protecting makes a whole lot more
sense than replacing. Good idea!

Plate keeps taillight
from being crushed

SEE…

T

he excavator’s front and rear driveshaft torsion boots are out of sight—under the
vehicle—protecting the driveshaft’s U-joints.
Over time, dry rot weakens the boots. Add to that a beating the boots take during
off-road use. Rocks, brush and dirt tear and rip the rubber. Eyeball torsion boot
Once the boots tear, U-joints are
for oil drips, tears,
exposed to dirt and water. That causes ‘em
cracks, or loose clamp
to rust. Driveshaft failure is the end result.
So you operators need to crawl under
the vehicle and eyeball the boots for tears,
cracks and loose clamps. Do this once a
month.
Report any problems to your mechanic.

Cure for a Loose Fuse
While doing the before-operation PMCS on your small emplacement excavator,
you get no instrument readings on the vehicle’s dash. You try the windshield wipers
and turn signals...nothing seems to work.
What gives?
The first thing to check is the fuse
panel under the excavator’s hood.
Vibration may have loosened the panel. A
loose panel shakes fuses loose. That stops
current flow to wipers, turn signals and
the dash, among other places.
Stamp out loose fuses by tightening the
Tighten fuse panel
fuse panel’s mounting screws. That keeps
mounting screws
the panel and fuses from shaking loose.

22-Ton Crane…

c

Drain fuel/water
separator before
operation

ool nights and warm days cause condensation to
form in the 22-ton crane’s fuel tank. That means
you operators have to drain the fuel/water separator before each day’s operation.
Not draining the separator will leave water and
crud in the vehicle’s fuel system. Then the engine
runs rough…or not at all.
Open the separator—located behind the curbside engine access door—by turning its drain cock
counterclockwise. Store drained fuel in an
approved hazardous waste container. Never dump
it down a drain or let it run on the ground from the
separator’s drain hose.
If the fuel is clear, you’re OK. If the fuel doesn’t
run clear after you’ve drained half a pint or so,
close the valve and report it to your mechanic.
Also, make sure your mechanic replaces the fuel
filter at semiannual service time.

130G Grader…

Centershift Pin Needs Exercise
T

Without weekly exercise, rust will
“freeze” centershift pin in place

PS 589

he 130G grader’s centershift guide pin
rusts in place when the vehicle sits too long
without exercise.
When that happens, you can’t move the
pin in and out of the centershift hole to position the grader’s blade. Your grader’s sloping
operations just came to a screeching halt!
It just can’t be said often enough—exercise your grader! Pull the centershift pin
from the centershift hole at least once a
week. That way rust won’t “freeze” the pin
in place.
Pages 2-8 and 2-9 of TM 5-3805-261-10
have the lowdown on the centershift pin.
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AN/PSS-12 Mine Detector…

Let’s
get it
together
here!

Correct assembly
and disassembly
can make all the
difference in how
well your AN/PSS-12
mine detector
detects.

Assembly
It doesn't take much
twisting of the earphones
and search head cables to
break wiring. So, when
you hook up or detach the
two cables, twist and
bend them as little as possible. Grip the cable connector, not the cable, for
hookup or disassembly.
Grip connectors—not
cable—for hookup

24

Remember that both
cables have to be hooked
up before you get a reading on the electronics unit
(EU). If only one cable is
connected, nothing happens. Operators then
often think that something's wrong with the
EU or batteries.
Hook up both cables
before turning on EU
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Save your hearing by
turning the LOUDNESS
and
SENSITIVITY
knobs completely counterclockwise before putting on the headphones.
That lets you adjust the
signal's volume while
you're listening and
keeps you from suffering
a blow to your eardrums.

Once you have the
pole to the right length,
don't force the locking
knob too tight. That
eventually strips the knob
and makes it impossible
to lock the pole in place.
Snug is tight enough.

Turn knob
until it’s snug

Turn knobs completely
counterclockwise
before turning on

PS 589
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Keep the pole's top
cable clamp away from
the aluminum handle. If
the clamp touches the
aluminum, it can cause
signal interference. Put
the clamp no closer than
1
⁄2 inch from the handle.
Keep top clamp at least
1
⁄2 inch from handle

Hey!
you’ve got
to get it
together
to take me
apart!

Disassembly
Don't forget to remove
Don't wrap the search
the batteries when you're head cable around the
done detecting for at least pole. That makes the
two days. That way if cable more likely to be
they leak, they don't dam- stretched and its wiring
age the EU. But before broken. Coil the cable
you open the battery around your hand and
compartment, disconnect then store the coil in the
the headphone and search compartment for the
head cables. If you don't, head.
you can break the cables'
wiring when you push off
Store coiled cable
in search head
the compartment lid.
compartment
Disconnect cables
before opening battery
compartment lid

PS 589
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a properly
packed
detector
will be
ready next
TiME!

T’was

christmas eve,
cold and wintry. snow
blanketed the ground
and piled up against the
motor pool building...

inside, the air was
almost as cold...

can’t we
please get a
space heater,
sgt scrooge?
my fingers-

no chance, spc
cratchett. space
heaters are
expensive!

and your leave is
cancelled. there’s
going to be an
inspection on
27 december. your
work’s got to
be done.
b-but, sir...
It’s christmas.
my family-

oh, all right.
take tomorrow
off… but be early
the next day.

I’m going home,
cratchett. I think
I ate too many of
the cook’s greasy
meatballs.

imagine that
cratchett...
wanting to
go on leave?
…no sense
of duty.

stomach’s
rumbling.
I’ll feel
better
after a
good
night’s
sleep.

make sure you
get your work
done before
you leave.

I should’ve
insisted that he
work tomorrow.
christmas. bah!
humbug! I must
be getting soft!

oh, well… yawn…
he’ll be working
all night tonight.

listen to me, sgt
scrooge… change
your miserly ways
and maybe you can
avoid my fate.

d-did I...
just imagine
that? a... bad
dream?

you’re going
to be visited by
three spirits.
do as they tell
you... for your
own sake.

It’s those
meatballs doing
a job on me.
I-I’ve got to get
back to sleep.

In minutes,

...only to be
wakened by a soft
tap on his shoulder.

sgt scrooge
falls asleep...

...only to be
awakened by
a senSe of
dread!

wha-?
wh- who’s
there?

sgt
marley!
b-but...
you’re-

dead, sgt
scrooge. yes,
but we were
buddies, so-

I’ve come to
warn you...
so that you
won’t have
to wear
these chains
of bad pm.

sergeant scrooge
fitfully nods off...

hello, sgt
scrooge.
I’m the
ghost of
christmas
past.

do you remember the christmas
present you got
when you were
ten years old?

“of course you do! it was
a little red pedal car. you
loved it, didn’t you?”
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“you were the terror
of the neighborhood.
shins and knees were
banged with abandon.”

isn’t
that my
motor
pool?
“but you
never took
care of it.
never oiled
the wheels
or tightened
loose nuts.
you let it
rust.”

there’s spc
cratchett... working
on that m1a1 tank. his
fingers are turning
blue, and he’s trying
to work with worn
out tools…

It’s... freezing
out here. whwhere are you
taking me?

a little
pM could’ve
saved it. why
didn’t you
take proper
care of it?

sure. you had
other more
important
things to do
with your time
and money.

and so... that
pretty red
car landed in
the garbage.

y-you’re right.
Good PM
would’ve saved
that car. But PM
is expensive and
time-consuming.

you’ll
learn the
answers
in due
time, sgt
scrooge.

IF sgt scrooge
hadn’t made me
re-use these roadwheel nuts, I could
be home right now.
they should be
used only once.

well, I guess
you’ll be
going now...

re-used nuts’ll
come loose.
then you’ll
get a wobbly
wheel...

no time.
and... oil
wasn’t
cheap.

a ride?
now? I
don’t have
a vehicle...

not so
fast. this
is the
ghost of
christmas
present...
here to
take you
for a ride.

“...or worse. the
wheel could come
off... and throw
a track.”

we won’t
need one.

PS 589
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are you
ready for
your
journey?

this m113 carrier
has gone 2000 miles
since its roadwheels
were lubed.

n-no... but... I
guess that’s not
going to change
your mind.

where
are you
taking
me?

to that
other
motor pool
below.

they
should‘ve
been lubed
500 miles
ago!

but… sgt
scrooge told me
not to lube them.
now I’ve got to
replace that
burned-out roadwheel arm. Talk
about money!

That’s
enough,
spirit! can
I go home
now?

not yet. there is
one more spirit
you must meet...

hey... I
know some of
those guys.

look...
and
listen.

...it is the
ghost of
christmas
future.

th-this... is
a chapel.
what’re we
doing here?

PS 589

he’d
skip PM
to save
a few
pennies.

talk about
cheap. he
was the
cheapest.

who are they
talking about?
SiLENCE! there is
one more place I
want you to see...

…soldiers’
lives were
put in
danger.

…didn’t
do his pm
properly

look
into the
coffin, sgt
scrooge.

OM

iGOSH!

It’s… me!
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how
did I die,
spirit?
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…an avoidable
accident! you
were too cheap
to pay for PM,
and it cost you
your life!

moments
later...

wha-?
where
am I?

oh, spirit! I
have learned
the error of
my ways!
please give
me one more
chance to do
pm the right
way!

cratchett. you
still here? why
aren’t you home
with your family?

I’m
back in
my own
bed…
and it’s still
christmas
eve.

forget it! and
from now on we
do pm the right
way! no more
shortcuts!

I’ve got
to get
back to
the
motor
pool.

all pm will
be by the
book with the
proper tools!

but...
you told
me-

oh… and I’ll
be getting us
that space
heater!

merry
christmas
to one
and all!

All Aircraft…

This
bird’s
got a few
screws
loose!

Somebody
used the
wrong
screws!

I’ve got
the same
problem!

“One size fits all” is true for many baseball caps. But it does not work for aircraft
hardware such as the screws, turnlock fasteners, nuts and bolts used to secure the
access doors, panels and covers on your bird’s airframe. Inspect aircraft for loose,
A slightly longer bolt, fastener or screw may
missing or wrong fasteners
fit the hole, but the head sticks out a bit too far.
It’ll snag your skin or rip your uniform. Worse
yet, it could vibrate loose and fall out during
flight. Then your bird’s doors, covers and panels could fall off.
Good PM calls for using the right part in the
right place. Always. Never guess.
When you’re doing aircraft pre-flight checks,
eyeball your aircraft for missing hardware.
If any hardware needs replacing, check your -23P manual and use the size and
type of screw or turnlock fastener called for.

PS 589
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CH-47D…

Pass the
Did you do
the ILCA
jam test?

Jam Test
yeah…
press my
Ilca button
in the flight
control closet
before you
go, buddy.

Sergeant,
we’re
ready to
take off!

but, lay
off the
heavy
metal!

Jamming is for basketball, repairers, not for the ILCA jam simulation buttons on
your Chinook.
The ILCA jam simulation buttons are pushed prior to the first flight of each day
to make sure the red jam indicators are working. In operation, the red indicator button pops out automatically when there’s a problem in the flight control closet.
Pressing ILCA jam
simulation button…

PS 589

…should cause red
indicator to pop out
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The ILCA jam simulator buttons are hard to get at, so some
folks even use a screwdriver or other hard metal tool to press
them down.
Hard metal or sharp tools damages the plunger and seals of
the jam simulation buttons or mushrooms them out of their
close installed tolerance, making them stick.
If an ILCA jam simulation button gets damaged and can’t
be reset, AVIM has to replace the entire actuator assembly.
Instead of using hard metal or a screwdriver, press the
buttons with a tool of wood or soft metal—like aluminum
or brass.
One unit made a tool out of scrap aluminum. It has a golf
ball for a grip and is flattened on the other end. Always wipe
the ILCA jam simulation buttons with a clean cloth before you
press them. That keeps dirt from getting into the assembly.

PS 589
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Check out
Task 7-104.1 of
TM 55-1520-24023-6 for
details if your
bird fails the
jam test.
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UH-60…

what’s
goin’ on?!

nothing’s
starting!

you
forgot to
disconnect
my battery
last night!

Crew chiefs, keep your Black Hawk’s NiCad battery going and going and going by
disconnecting it when you don’t need it.
If you forget to turn off the cockpit utility lights, the battery discharges. Then there
won’t be enough power to start the auxiliary power unit’s electronic sequence unit.
So save your bird’s battery by disconnecting it at the end of each work day.
Simply turn the battery connector counterclockwise until it detaches.
You’ll save a lot of headaches and avoid battery power drain.

Turn knob
counterclockwise…

…to disconnect
battery

A new MWO replaces the NiCad battery with a sealed lead-acid battery on all
Black Hawks. It’s wired differently to keep the lights from draining the battery.

PS 589
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Signs of Aging
I’m not
saying
you’re
old,
but…

hey,
cut it
out!

…looks like
the first
time you flew,
eisenhower
was in office.

the last
thing I need
is more
cracks!

Much like some people, the Army’s workhorse Black Hawk fleet shows age
by developing structural cracks.
But the condition of the airframe affects how your bird flies. So, in addition
to your daily pre-flight checks, give your bird an extra once-over for cracks.
Eyeball the right side bulkhead behind the gunner’s window, the inboard
panel behind the main landing gear struts, and the frames for the right and left
side sliding doors.
…and here…

…and here

Check
for cracks
here…

Go easy when closing those sliding doors, too. Slamming them too hard
can create more cracks.
If you find any cracks, fix ‘em according to your TM’s procedures.

PS 589
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Patriot Missile System...

DON’T LEAVE

OUTRIGGERS OUT
My feet are
killing me! I wish
you’d done your
outrigger PM!

You know how good you'd be as a soldier if your feet failed you. It's the same with

• Check the limit

• Don't let the pads freeze

your Patriot. If its outriggers are in bad shape, your missile battery is in bad shape
for firing.
Here's how to keep your Patriot system patriotic:

switches. If a
switch is crushed,
the outrigger won't
get the signal to
stop raising. That
Limit switch
can break its strut
crushed?
welds.
But even if the switches look OK, watch the outriggers when they're raised or lowered. If the pads
snag, the welds can be broken.
Bumping a pad with your foot or hand often
frees it. If that doesn't work, reverse direction. No
change? Tell your repairman. Cleaning sand or ice
away from the pads' pivots helps prevent snagging.

to the ground. If that happens, the actuator can be
broken when you try to raise
the outrigger. Prevent pad
freezing by putting plywood
or three sandbags in a triangle underneath the pad. If a
pad does freeze, free it by
pounding a sledgehammer
on the ground around the
edge of the pad.

• Exercise the outriggers. If they don't • Look
get at least weekly exercise, the actuator
oil seals dry and leak. The ball screws
also need to move in and out to get a coating of lube. If the screws rust and freeze
in place, you can't move the outrigger.
The outriggers are covered by Item 10 in
TM 9-2330-357-14&P's PMCS.

for cracks. If the chrome
bearings or the welded areas of the
outriggers have even hairline cracks,
they should be reported. The outrigger
could be unsafe.

I wanna see
you touch
those toes!

Put plywood or sandbags
under pad in freezing weather

Bump pad
if it sticks

PS 589
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M40-, M42-Series Masks…

Harnessing Your Mask
Connie says
“To harness your
M40 or M42 mask's
protective powers,
pay attention to
the harness.”

It's easy to put the harness on
inside out. Then the crosspiece
rubs against your head, which
makes for very uncomfortable
training. The crosspiece should
be put on so that its "T" is on
top and its seams face out.
“T” goes on
top, seams
face out

PS 589

When you adjust the harness straps the first
time, tighten them until they're snug. Once the
straps are snug, loosen only the cheek straps
when you take off your mask. Then you will
need to tighten only the cheek straps when you
put on the mask again, which will save time during timed drills and chemical alerts.
Once straps are snug, loosen
only cheek straps to remove
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This soldier
needs help
with my new
second
skin!

Dear Half-Mast,
Our M40/M42-series
mask carriers often tear
where the straps attach.
Is there anything we can
do about this?
We also are getting
new second skins that
don't have a lip to keep
the hood in place. Will
this cause a problem?
SPC S. D.

Dear Specialist S. D.,
There's nothing you can do about the straps except be careful.
The headshed, however, has improved the carrier and tearing should be
much less of a problem in the future. The new carriers were put into the
supply system late last year, so the next carriers you get should be the
improved version.
The original second skin that had the lip was made for the Army only.
The new skin is used by all services and doesn't have the lip. But if you
install the hood like it shows in Para 3-7 in TM 3-4240-346-10
and stow the mask like it shows in Para 2-16 (M40A1) and
2-17 (M42A2), the hood should stay in place.
New skin doesn’t
have a lip

But hood should still
fit fine on mask

PLGR…
If you replace the power cable,
carefully trace the markings to identify the positive line (with fuse) and
the ground line. And if you get a
flush connector tip, it’s a good idea
to put a flap of tape over the tip
when you remove the PLGR to
avoid metal-to-metal contact.

What
happened
to you?
I was
shorted
out!

The good news is that
requests for this cable, NSN
6150-01-375-8661, will now be
filled with an improved
version that has a recessed
positive conductor and better
ground markings!

that
would
burn me
up, too!

Using the external power cable NSN 6150-01-375-8661, is a great way to tap

vehicle power and avoid the use of batteries to operate your AN/PSN-11 precision
lightweight GPS receiver (PLGR). But you need to know a couple of things about
this cable.
The power cable has an in-line fuse that is designed to blow when something
shorts the power circuit. The fuse can only blow one time to protect your PLGR.
You need to replace it right away but you also need to answer the question: “Why
did the line short and the fuse blow in the first place?”
The electrical short usually results from metal-to-metal contact of the center
conductor when the cable is loose, not attached to the PLGR or when a cable slips
out of place due to heavy vibration. In ether case, metal-to-metal contact of the
center conductor shorts the line and blows the fuse.
Start by checking out your external power cable. There have been some slight
design variations since the PLGR external power cable was first introduced in
1993. Even though all the cables in field use have
Get the
the same NSN, they are not exactly alike. On
improved
some cables the center conductor (the positive
cable
wire) is flush instead of being recessed like the
original. This makes it easy for the center conductor to make metal-to-metal contact when not
connected to the PLGR. Since the power cable is
still “hot”, when it makes metal-to-metal contact,
the fuse will blow. Without corrective action, the
short may eventually melt the power cable!

PS 589
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Vibration
a problem?
Order
locking nut
cable
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The vibration problem can be addressed by ordering a cable with a locking knurled
nut, NSN 6150-01-469-6066 to make a positive connection that stays connected.
One complication with the knurled nut solution is that if you are also using the
SINCGARS ground plate there isn’t quite enough thread left for the nut to grip. In
that case use some self-adhesive hook-and-pile tape to keep the plug in place.
Just run a strip of 1-in hook-and-pile tape, NSN 8315-01-445-8812, from the primary battery cap to the start of the handle right beside the J2/J3/J4 connector covers.
Use hook and pile…

…to hold the cable…

…in place

When you connect the power cable, fasten is down with the hook and pile. You can
also try putting a piece of high-density foam or other non-metallic material between
the PLGR mount and the back of the PLGR to firmly hold connectors in place.

PS 589
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Phoenix Beacons…
“There are three
beacons available…”

Friend or Foe?
“Combat is dangerous enough without having to worry about being shot at by
someone on your own side. That’s where combat identification panels (CIPs)
come in.” Page 12, PS 578
Is there anything
out there that can
identify them as
friendly forces?

say, halfmast, do you
Remember that
article on
CIPS we ran
last year?

“IR-14 Phoenix
Junior, NSN 585501-438-4588, is a
low-cost, waterproof replacement
for the Budd light
IR transmitter. It
has a higher intensity, no exposed
components and is
more durable than
the Budd light.”

I got to
wondering
about
individual
soldiers…

“IR-15 Phoenix,
NSN 5855-01-3968734, is an upgraded Phoenix Junior.
It can be encoded
by the user to
continuously send
a message.”

“IR-25 Phoenix 2.5,
NSN 5855-01-451-9877,
is a two-channel
encodable beacon
designed specifically for night combat
search and rescue
applications.”

AN/UXC-10 Tactical Facsimile…
I think
we’ve
even got
one here
in the
office…

You bet
there is.
They’re
called
Phoenix
beacons.

ah…
here
we go!

a

new AN/UXC-10 tactical fax, NSN 5815-01-478-7095,
also known as the TS-21 Blackjack, has just arrived in your
unit. Your mission—and you have no choice but to accept it—
is to hook it up and get it running.
But wait! Something is missing. No cables have come with
it. To quote Dragnet's Joe Friday, you got "just the fax.”
The problem is easily solved. Just use the cables from the
old AN/UXC-7. The connections are the same. If you have
already turned in your AN/UXC-7 and the cables, order new
ones. If you haven't turned in your AN/UXC-7, yet, turn it in
without the cables.

The pocket-sized, userprogramable, infrared
beacon transmitter
emits signals that
can penetrate several
layers of clothing…
…and be seen only
by US Army night
vision devices from as
far as 9 miles away.
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AN/PVS-7B, AN/PVS-7D...

A Better, Cheaper Tube
7B

I hope the
next soldier
forgets
to clean his
goggles
too!

7D

I’m
better
and
cheaper!

Keeping

A

night crawl through muck and mud can make a thorough cleaning job a must for
your night vision goggles, AN/PVS-7B or -7D.
TM 11-5855-262-10-2 gives you the good word on careful cleaning, but there is
an area on the face of the goggles that the TM doesn’t tell you how to clean. That
area is where the high light detector and infrared source are located.
These two indented sensors catch and hold
dirt like a spider’s web catches a fly. They
Go easy on high-light detector
and infrared sensors
need to be cleaned, but here is where our
story has a twist. The problem is not that you
aren’t cleaning them. The problem is you’re
cleaning them too hard!
The only thing holding these sensors in
place is a rubber seal. When you’re cleaning
in the indented areas, you’re pushing the sensors out of their seals and into the goggle
body. That makes your NVG NMC!
So never use a cleaning swab, stick or other
pointed device to clean this area. It’s just too
easy to push the sensors out of their seal.

Instead, clean away loose
dirt with lens brush, NSN
7920-00-205-0565. For more
stubborn dirt, use your finger
covered with water-dampened
lens tissue, NSN 6640-00240-5851, and lightly clean
the area. Start on the surface
of the sensor and pull toward
you instead of pushing in.

PS 589
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an NSN list of hard-to-find parts is
usually a good idea. But a good idea can sometimes lead to a bad result. Here’s an example:
For the AN/PVS-7B night vision goggles
(NVG), you probably have NSN 5855-01-3283540 listed for the image intensifier tube. On
your list for the AN/PVS-7D, you probably have
NSN 5855-01-422-4720 listed.
But these two tubes are interchangeable. And,
not only is the 7D a better tube, it’s cheaper! If
you order it to put on your 7B’s, you’ll save your
unit $400 on each tube.
If you check the FED LOG-AMDF, you’ll see
that the 7B NSN is in a "Use Until Exhausted"
posture. Then you are to order the 7D tube. But
here’s the catch–-the 7B NSN has already been
dropped from TM 11-5855-262-23&P-2! Only
the 7D tube is listed. That means you can order
it now for your 7Bs as well as your 7Ds.
NSN 5855-01-328-3540

NSN 5855-01-422-4720

7B
If a sensor does pop out of
its seal and into the goggle
body, turn the goggles in.

7D

7D is cheaper

Tents…
Here’s how
to use Green
repair tape!

Think
this text
fix will
work?

Tentage repair kit, NSN 8340-00-262-5767, has
been updated. It now comes with 3 yards of green
coated-polyester fabric and 3 yards of tan coatedpolyester fabric to repair polyester tents that are
now in the system.
The cotton duck material that was originally
furnished with the repair kit is no longer available.
If you don’t
need the entire
kit, you can
get the fabric
separately…

NSN 8305-

somehow
I don’t
think so!

• Spread out the tent or tarp on a flat surface.
• Clean the areas to be patched. Brush off loose soil
or dirt, then clean the area with a solution of mild
detergent and water, rinsing with clean water.
• Allow the fabric to dry completely.
• Cut a circle from the tape slightly larger than the area you want to cover.
The circle’s rounded edge makes it less likely to peel off.
• Flatten the tape completely against the outside of the fabric.
• Allow the tape to set as long as you can. Overnight is best, but
at least 30 minutes.
Holes bigger than 2 inches in diameter should be repaired by
DS with machine-sewn patches.

You can also get a
roll of green repair
tape for small
repairs on polyester
or cotton duck tents
and tarps with NSN
8340-01-423-6231.

T

he Defense Supply Center Philadelphia (DSCP) has
a web site that can answer just about every question
you can think of concerning tents and canvas.
The site, http://ct.dscp.dla.mil/ctinfo/basecamp,
boasts the following information:
• Military standard tent products (information,
parts breakdowns, pictures, price links and points
of contact for more information)
• Set-up hints and accessories
• Search feature for other DOD tents
• History of canvas
• Description of combat fabrics and more.

It’s 3 inches wide
and 50 feet long.
It has pressuresensitive adhesive on
the back to make
for easy application.

Fabric

01-238-0342 Polyester green
01-238-8076 Polyester tan
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Hearing Protection…

Listen Up...
we’re all
finished
here!

If you work
in a noisy
area, or the
TM says to
wear hearing
protection
when
operating
your
equipment,

do it.
Even noise
that doesn’t
seem loud
can cause
damage.

Let’s
go
home!

what!?
Who’s on
the phone?

What to Wear
Sometimes you’re told what type of hearing protection to
use. If not, what you choose depends on the noise level.
Ear canal caps can be used only when the noise level is
under 95 decibels. Get preformed, reusable ear canal caps
with these NSNs:
NSN

Qty

6515-00-392-0726
6515-01-149-4133
6515-01-059-1821

1 ea
10 ea
12 ea

All caps come with headbands and must be ordered
through your medical folks
and individually fitted Ear canal caps have headbands
before they can be worn.
Foam earplugs and ear muffs are effective from 85-103
decibels if properly worn and maintained. Get 200 pairs of
disposable foam plugs with NSN 6515-00-137-6345. The
plugs are individually wrapped and come in a box with an
adhesive back. That makes it easy to stick the box to a wall or
door at the entrance to your work area for visitors who may
not have hearing protection.
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If You Still Can
Real soldiers

Wrong!!

don’t need

Your ears don’t
get tough-they
get deaf! And if
your hearing is
already bad, it
only gets worse
if you don’t
protect it.

hearing protection. They just
need to keep
working around
loud noise until
their ears get
tough, right?

Order disposable foam plugs
with NSN 6515-00-137-6345

According to an Army
Policy letter dated 13 Jun
01, all foam earplug procurements must come from
DLA. Credit card holders
should not purchase the
earplugs locally.
where can I
get a pair of
earmuffs
like yours?

For noise exposures from 103-108 decibels, your medical clinic will need to order
and fit you with single-flange or triple-flange earplugs that must be worn in combination with noise muffs or a noise-attenuating helmet. The earplugs come in a handy
carrying case. Get an extra 20 carrying cases with NSN 6515-01-100-1674.
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Single
flange…

…and triple
flange plugs
must be fitted

Noise exposure above 108 decibels also requires
double hearing protection along with consideration
of exposure time. Check with your local medical
folks for details.
If you’re not sure of the noise level in your work
area, get the safety office to test it. That’s the only
way to be completely sure you’re wearing the right
hearing protection.
Warn Others
Once your ears are protected, make sure others
are aware of the need to safeguard their hearing.
Post some of these 10x14-in warning signs in
your work area:

[]

Legend
CAUTION
Hearing Protection Required
CAUTION
Hearing Protection Required
In This Area
CAUTION
High Noise Area Wear Earplugs
Did you say
you want
to borrow
my comb!?

It may
be too
late for
him…

NSN 9905-01100-8205
031-1247
122-1140

…but
it’s not
too late
for you!

Tools...

Homemade ‘Hook’ for Tight Spots
what’s the
dilemma,
emma?

I can’t
reach that
spring…
and it’s so
close!

arrgh!
I can’t
get it!

I can
help!

boy does
that make
me mad!

SOON…
thanks,
mac!

Don’t thank
me. Thank
louis gorenc.
It’s his idea!

Installing small springs, retrieving hard-to-reach parts and hooking cables and
wires are often very frustrating maintenance tasks.
Mostly, the problem is that you can’t easily get an arm and hand close to the work
area. But Louis Gorenc, an equipment specialist at Tank-automotive and Armaments
Command, solved this problem when he was a heavy equipment mechanic. He
came up with a simple tool for working in tight spots.
Get your hands on a worn-out or broken power take-off (PTO) cable. One from a
dump truck or other vehicle that uses a PTO will do.
Cut the 1⁄8-in steel wire (cable core) off at the length you want and form a small
diameter hook at the end.

Make several tools of various lengths for close work and a longer one for really
hard-to-reach places.
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Today’s

soldier
is an on-line
warrior,
surfing the
information
super highway
daily to find
help in making
his job and
life better…

gosh! I can’t

how can
I find
what I
need?

find any info
on supply
operations!

Allow
me…

on-line
warrior!

The Administrative

PS helps take a byte out of web site
madness by IDing Army-approved
web sites that offer everything from
training to equipment maintenance
and supply operations to readiness
reporting, all designed to increase
soldier proficiency.
“but what are
some good
web sites?”

http://www.logsa.army. mil/pubs.htm

http://www.usapa.army.mil

This web site gets you TMs, TBs, LO, MWOs or
SBs. Just click on the ETM site and follow the
instructions. For supply catalogs (SC), click on the
Sets, Kits and Outfits On-line and follow its
instructions. Get a password by clicking on the
System Access Request (SAR) link.

This site is home to ARs, DA Pams and Cirs,
HQDA general orders, memos and letters, multiservice pubs and DA, OF and SF forms. It provides
for on-line pubs ordering and initial distribution
establishment and offers an automated DA Form
2028 for changes to admin pubs.

http://www.armymedicine.army.mil/
armymed/publications/publications.htm

http://www.adtdl.army.mil/atdls.htm
This site gets you Army doctrine and training
pubs such as FMs, TCs, soldier training packages
(STPs), school listings, resident and non-resident
courses and correspondence courses.

This site gets you medical unique TMs, FMs and
the SB 8-75-series pubs.

http://www.usace.army.mil/usace-docs

these
five sites
will help
me out
a lot!

This site gets you TM 5-series, engineer manuals, books, directives and any other pub unique to
the Corps of Engineers.
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what
else
do you
have?

Assistant to the
Secretary of the
Army has designated
five official web sites
for Army publications.
Here they are…

Other
web sites
of interest
include…

http://www.tradoc.army.mil/schools.htm
The US Army Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC) offers a web site where you can access
all the MOS-producing schools. Just go to the website and click on the school of your choice.

http://web1.whs.osd.mil/
icdhome/DDEFORMS.htm
If you need a DoD form, you need to go to the
DoD web site.

http://www.logsa.army.
mil/psmag/psonline.htm
If you are looking for an article you read in PS
Magazine, just go to our web site and check out our
on-line issues—from PS 446 (Jan 90) to the present. You’ll need Acrobat 4.0, or higher, to access PS
issues/articles.
Don’t have it?
Not to worry, ‘cause you can download a free
copy at our web site.
now you
can be an

on-line
warrior,
too!

PS 589
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Training…

BMOC Replaced By MLC
So I got
my orders
appointing
me the unit's
maintenance
officer.

maybe
bonnie
can
help…

that's
great!
thanks. But I need to
take the Battalion
Maintenance
Officers Course and
I can’t find it on the
internet!

attention, all
warrant officers,
lieutenants, and
captains-active or
reserve-looking
for the bmoc.

the MLC is
course number
171 Q12 and is
available ONLY
on-line.

look no further.
bmoc has been
replaced by the
new and improved

maintenance
leader course.

The course includes 10 lessons on maintenance management, the Unit Level
Logistics System-Ground (ULLS-G) database maintenance, ULLS-G system
security, Sage Database Inquiry (SDI), daily preventive maintenance checks and
services, scheduled maintenance, Class IX procedures, prescribed load list management, licensing and dispatch program and Army Materiel Status System
(AMSS).
Go to the MLC web site at http://147.238.160.40/mlc/index.htm and either
read about the sub-courses or click on the Course Overview and Orientation. Then,
enroll by clicking on the Enroll or Take Exam button which is located in the upper
left side of every MLC web page.
IF YOU STill have questions,
contact the MLC assistance
folks at DSN 464-8119/2509,
(502) 624-8119/2509, or e-mail

mlc@16cav.knox.army.mil
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Bradley Webbing Strap

M88A1 Seats

Use NSN 5340-00-479-2947 to order a new
webbing strap for the squad compartment
stowage rack on your M2A2/M3A2 Bradley.
The NSN listed as Item 42 in Fig 227 of TM
9-2350-284-24P-1 is wrong.

The driver’s and mechanic’s seats, NSN
2540-00-657-9725, for the M88A1 recovery vehicle will no longer be available
once stocks are depleted. The replacement seat comes as a two-piece set. NSN
2540-00-740-4668 gets the seat and NSN
2540-01-473-4063 brings the cushion.
Make a note until the items are added
to Fig 232 of TM 9-2350-256-24P-1.

FMTV
C6 Transfer Bolt
The C6 transfer bolt, NSN 5306-01-4803141, used on basic model FMTVs should
be installed without any lube applied to
the bolt head or threads. The right dry
torque for the bolt is 38-45 lb-ft.

FMTV
Towing Caution
Do not remove the driveshafts when flat
towing (all wheels on the ground) basic or
A1 model FMTVs as long as you don’t go
more than 100 miles or faster than 35
mph. Flat towing farther or faster will
damage the transmission. Lift towing
requires driveshaft removal for the axle
contacting the ground. Note: To prevent
driveshaft failure, use new end cap bolts,
NSN 5305-01-479-7857, when reattaching
any FMTV driveshaft. The new bolt
replaces the one currently found in FTMV
parts manuals.

M915A1
Fifth Wheel
Use NSN 2510-01-143-1218 to
get the tractor truck’s fifth
wheel assembly. The part number for Item 6 in Fig 114 of
TM 9-2320-283-24P has
changed to FW2535S05956.

MK 19 Tool for Armorers
MWO 9-1010-230-50-1 changes the MK 19 machine gun's fixed secondary
drive lever to an adjustable lever. The lever is adjusted with a tool, NSN
1005-01-467-9435, that is being sent free to units now. Armorers and direct
support maintenance will receive one tool per unit. You can use the tool
now to check for correct feed slide adjustment of the fixed secondary drive
lever. Instructions on how to check both levers come with the tool. Support
fixes the fixed lever, but you can adjust the adjustable lever with the tool.

M35A3
Oil Pressure Transmitter
Use NSN 6620-00-993-5546 to request the
oil pressure transmitter for the 2 1⁄2-ton
extended service program (ESP) truck.
The parts info shown for Item 6 in Fig 54
of TM 9-2320-386-24P (Jan 96) is wrong.

M149 Water Faucet
Use NSN 4510-01-433-0396 to get a
faucet made to dispense potable water
from your M149-series water trailer. The
stock number shown for Item 1 of Fig 28
in TM 9-2330-267-14&P brings a faucet
that cannot be used for potable water.
Make a note until your TM is updated.

HEMTT Pintle Assembly
Order NSN 2540-01-475-9206 to get the
HEMTT's pintle assembly. The NSN shown
for Item 1 in Fig 239 of TM 9-2320-27924P-1 is wrong.

8V71T
Engine Compression Tester
Use NSN 4910-01-266-2110 to get the cylinder compression tester for the 8V71T
engine on the M109-series SP howitzer,
M992A2 ammo carrier and M578 recovery
vehicle. NSN 4910-00-870-6283 listed for
Item 2 in Fig 67 of TM 9-2815-202-24P gets
the tester for the 6V53 engine. Make a
note until the TM is updated.

PLS Transports Wheeled Vehicles
M992A2 Oil Cooler
Item 7 in Fig 298A of TM 9-2350-29324P lists the wrong part number for the
M992A2 ammo carrier’s oil cooler. The
correct part number is B50-5577. That
crosses to NSN 2930-01-456-2586 on the
FED LOG-AMDF. Make a note until the
TM is updated.

You can now transport light wheeled vehicles such as the HMMWV and the 4K forklift on
the palletized load system (PLS). MTMCTEA Pam 55-20, Tiedown Handbook for Truck
Movements, has the center of gravity info. Blocking and tiedown procedures are found
in MTMCTEA Pam 55-19, Tiedown Handbook for Rail Movements. View both of these
pams at http://www.tea.army.mil.
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Don't Let
the Dirty
Dozen Do
You in!
LOOSE HANDGUARD LINERS
Get new
handguards

SLIP RING
SPRING
BROKEN
Get it replaced
CHAMBER DIRTY,
CORRODED
Clean chamber
with CLP and
chamber brush
REAR SIGHT
STUCK
Unfreeze
with lube
BUFFER & SPRING
CORRODED
Clean and lube
BUTTSTOCK
DRAIN CLOGGED
Open drain with
pipe cleaner

Most of these
problems come from

dirt, moisture,
and no lube in

out-of-sight places.

FRONT
SIGHT
FROZEN
Unfreeze
with lube
DIRT OR
CARBON IN
BARREL
Clean
before
firing

PIVOT PIN DETENT
STUCK, DOESN'T
ALIGN WITH
GAS TUBE
Free with lube
MAGAZINE
DAMAGED OR DIRT
Inspect and lube
BOLT CARRIER
DOESN'T ALIGN
WITH GAS TUBE
Tell your Armorer

TAKEDOWN
PIN CORRODED
OR STICKS
Clean and lube

Clean and lube

all parts,

not

just those that
are easy to
get to.

